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From the New York Times bestselling authors Esther and Jerry Hicks, Sara, Book 1 explores
Law of Attraction in a new way. Sara is for any child, adult, or teen pursuing joy and meaning . . .
and searching for answers about life, death, and the desires of the heart. It’s filled with
techniques and processes for making one’s dreams come true . . . especially yours! The
Foreverness of Friends of a Feather both entertains and informs as it flows to you – as per your
state of attraction – through the Universal thought translation process of Esther and her word
processor. Streams of impeccable wisdom and unconditional love – gently taught by Sara’s very
entertaining feathered mentor – blend with the currents of Sara’s enlightening experiences with
her family, peers, neighbors, and teachers to lift you to a new awareness of your natural state of
well-being, and of your knowing that all is really well.



Praise for SARA, Book 1An author writes:“Sara is the heartwarming novel of a girl who discovers
the secrets of creating a happy life. And as Sara discovers how to create a better life for herself
by starting right where she lives—the reader also learns the same lessons. Magically, both are
transformed. “Reading this refreshing and inspiring book can awaken all readers to the inner
power they already have for creating the kind of life they’ve always wished for. “Sara is a book
you will want to give to your family and friends because it conveys powerful messages about life
in a manner that is easy to understand and digest. “The authors’ inspired writing weaves an
enchanting spell that can change lives just by reading it. And while this is not specifically a
‘children’s book,’ Sara is a life-transforming story for the child in each of us. “Powerful. Magical.
Empowering. Read it.”A tax accountant writes: “Sara is wonderful. I’m on my third reading! So
much to learn from it. Gives me a wonderful lift upward!”A ten-year-old writes: “I just read your
book.… It’s the best book I’ve ever read in my whole life. I just wanted to thank you for writing it
’cause it’s made the biggest change in my whole entire life.”A grandmother says: “What an
overwhelming feeling of joy and appreciation I am feeling.My granddaughter now keeps reading
parts to us and to her friends … so clear and delightful!”“This wonderful little book is a gem,
elegant in its clarity of message.Its teachings fly straight to the heart, connecting to the Sara in
each of us! A gentle, charming story, it is sometimes funny, often poignant, and most of all,
wonderfully joyful. It will surely become a primer for students of well-being.”— Audrey Harbur
Bershen, psychotherapistAnd Abraham says:“This book will help you to remember that you’re an
eternal being …and it will help you to discover the everlasting bond that connects joyous loved
ones to one another.”Sara receives the Award of ExcellenceBody Mind Spirit Magazine, one of
the widest known publishers of New Thought materials, has recently informed us that our
beloved Sara has received their Award of Excellence as one of last year’s outstanding books in
print. And, as such, has been included as one of the 46 books recognized in their magazine’s
Books to Live By selection.Esther and I were most pleased to learn that our dear friend Louise
Hay’s Hay House publication of another dear friend, Alan Cohen’s book, A Deep Breath of Life,
has also received the recognition.“Dear Mr. & Mrs. Hicks: It is my pleasure to inform you that
Sara, and the Foreverness of Friends of a Feather has received a 1997 Body Mind Spirit Award
of Excellence as one of 1996’s outstanding books in print…“Chosen from hundreds of excellent
books in print in the areas of spirituality, natural healing, relationships and creativity … each
book makes a valuable contribution to our self-knowledge and self-transformation. …We
commend the authors for these outstanding works.…”Esther and I feel both appreciative of, and
blessed by, the recognition of our Sara.—Jerry HicksSARA, Book 1The Forevernessof Friends
of a FeatherOther Hay House Titles by Esther and Jerry Hicks(The Teachings of
Abraham)Books, Calendar, and Card DecksThe Amazing Power of Deliberate Intent (also
available in Spanish)Ask and It Is Given (also available in Spanish)Ask and It Is Given CardsAsk
and It Is Given Perpetual Calendar (available July 2007)The Astonishing Power of Emotions



(available September 2007)The Law of AttractionManifest Your Desires (available June
2008)Sara, Book 2: Solomon’s Fine Featherless FriendsSara, Book 3: A Talking Owl Is Worth a
Thousand WordsThe Teachings of Abraham Well-Being CardsCD ProgramsThe Amazing Power
of Deliberate Intent (Parts I and II: two 4-CD sets)Ask and It Is Given (Parts I and II: two 4-CD
sets)The Astonishing Power of Emotions (Parts I and II: two 4-CD sets)The Law of Attraction (4-
CD set)Please visit Hay House USA: ®Hay House Australia:Hay House UK:Hay House South
Africa: orders@psdprom.co.zaHay House India:SARA, Book 1The Forevernessof Friends of a
FeatherEsther and Jerry HicksIllustrated by Caroline S. GarrettHAY HOUSE, INC.Carlsbad,
CaliforniaLondon • Sydney • JohannesburgVancouver • Hong Kong • New DelhiCopyright ©
1995 by Esther and Jerry HicksPublished and distributed in the United States by: Hay House,
Inc.:• Published and distributed in Australia by: HayHouse Australia Pty. Ltd.: • Published and
distrib-uted in the United Kingdom by: Hay House UK, Ltd.:• Published and distributed in the
Republic of South Africa by: Hay HouseSA (Pty), Ltd.: orders@ psdprom.co.za • Distributed in
Canada by:Raincoast: • Published in India by: Hay HousePublishers India:Illustrations: © 1995
Caroline S. GarrettAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced by any
mechanical, photographic, or electronic process, or in the form of a phonographic recording; nor
may it be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, or otherwise be copied for public or private
use—other than for “fair use” as brief quotations embodied in articles and reviews—without prior
written permission of the publisher. The intent of the authors is only to offer information of a
general nature to help you in your quest for emotional and spiritual well-being. In the event you
use any of the information in this book for yourself, which is your constitutional right, the authors
and the publisher assume no responsibility for your actions.Library of Congress Control No.:
2006924804978-1-4019-1158-410 09 08 07 4 3 2 11st edition, April 2007Printed in the United
States of AmericaThis book is dedicated to all of you who, in your desire for enlightenment and
Well-being, have asked the questions this book has answered … and to the four delightful
children of our children who are examples of what the book teaches … who are not yet asking
because they have not yet forgotten.FOREWORDPREFACEPART I THE FOREVERNESS OF
FRIENDS OF A FEATHERCHAPTER 1CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 4CHAPTER
5CHAPTER 6CHAPTER 7CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 9CHAPTER 10CHAPTER 11CHAPTER
12CHAPTER 13CHAPTER 14CHAPTER 15CHAPTER 16CHAPTER 17CHAPTER
18CHAPTER 19CHAPTER 20CHAPTER 21CHAPTER 22CHAPTER 23CHAPTER 24PART II
THE HAPPILY FOREVER AFTERLIFE OF SARA AND SOLOMONCHAPTER 25CHAPTER
26CHAPTER 27CHAPTER 28CHAPTER 29THE ENDABOUT THE AUTHORSOTHER HAY
HOUSE TITLES FOR YOUNG READERSForewordHere is an inspiring as well as inspired book
about a child’s experiential journey into unlimited joyousness. Sara is a shy, withdrawn ten-year-
old girl who is not very happy. She has an obnoxious brother who constantly teases her, cruel
and unfeeling classmates, and an apathetic attitude toward her schoolwork. In short, she
represents a lot of kids in our society today. When I first read this book, I was struck by the
similarities between Sara and my own ten-year-old. Sara is really a composite of all



children.Sara wants to feel good and happy and loving, but as she looks around, she doesn’t
find much to feel that way about. This all changes when she meets Solomon, a wise old owl,
who shows her how to see things differently through the eyes of unconditional love. He teaches
Sara how to always be in an atmosphere of pure, positive energy. She sees for the first time who
she really is and her unlimited potential. You, as the reader, will realize this is so much more than
a children’s story. This is a blueprint for attaining the joy and happiness that are your
birthright.My whole family read this book, and we haven’t been the same since. My husband,
perhaps, was the most moved by it. He actually said that it had such a tremendous impact on
him that he looks at life with new eyes. It’s like being nearsighted your whole life and then finally
getting glasses. Everything becomes crystal clear.I cannot say enough good things about this
life-transforming book. You will share in Sara’s ups and downs on the way to greater heights of
fulfillment and know that there is a Sara in all of us. If there is only one book you ever buy, make
sure it is this one (it’s for all ages). You won’t regret it!— Denise Tarsitano, inthe Rising Star
SeriesPreface“People would rather be entertained than informed.” That was, I believe, an
observation of eminent publisher William Randolph Hearst. If so, then to inform in an
entertaining manner would seem to be the most effective mode of conveying information, even
information of great personal value.The Foreverness of Friends of a Feather both entertains and
informs as it flows to you—as per your state of attraction— through the Universal thought
translation process of Esther and her word processor. Streams of impeccable wisdom and
unconditional love—gently taught by Sara’s very entertaining feathered mentor—blend with the
currents of Sara’s enlightening experiences with her family, peers, neighbors, and teachers to lift
you to a new awareness of your natural state of well-being, and of your knowing that all is really
well.Consider who you are and why you’re here as you’re considering studying this book, and
then, at the completion of your first leisurely reading, take note of how far and how fast you have
progressed toward all that is important to you.As a result of the clearer perspectives that you will
have gained from this brief, simple, thought-provoking novel, expect to experience a new level of
joyous fulfillment.— Jerry HicksPART I The Forevernessof Friends of a FeatherCHAPTER
1“Sara frowned as she lay in her warm bed, disappointed to find herself awake. It was still dark
outside, but she knew it was time to get up. I hate these short winter days, Sara thought. I wish I
could just stay here until the sun comes up.Sara knew she had been dreaming. It was something
very pleasant, although she had no idea now what the dream had been about.I don’t want to
wake up yet, Sara thought, as she tried to adjust from her pleasant dream into the not-so-
pleasant cold winter morning. Sara snuggled down deep into her warm bed and listened to hear
if her mother was up and moving about yet. She pulled the blankets up over her head, and
closed her eyes and tried to recall a piece of the very pleasant dream she had awakened from. It
had been so delicious that Sara wanted more.Darn. I really need to use the bathroom. I’ll just
hold still and relax, and maybe I won’t notice.Sara shifted her position, trying to delay the
inevitable. It’s not working. Okay. I’m up. Another day. Big deal.Sara tiptoed down the hall into the
bathroom, carefully stepping over the spot in the floor that always creaked, and quietly closed



the door. She decided to put off flushing the toilet so that she could enjoy the luxury of actually
being awake and alone. Just five more minutes of peace and quiet, Sara thought.“Sara? Are you
up? Come here and help me!”“Might as well flush the toilet,” Sara muttered. “Okay, I’ll be right
there!” she called to her mother.She could never figure out how her mother always seemed to
know what everyone in the house was doing. She must have bugging devices hidden in every
room, Sara bitterly decided. She knew that wasn’t really true, but her negative mental rampage
was well under way, and it seemed that there was no stopping it.I’m going to stop drinking
anything before I go to bed. Better yet, from noon on, I won’t drink anything. Then, when I wake
up, I can just lie in bed and think, all to myself—and no one will know I’m awake.I wonder how old
you are when you stop enjoying your own thoughts? I know that it happens, because no one
else is ever quiet. They can’t be listening to their own thoughts, ’cause they’re always Startled,
Sara blinked as she came back into the awareness that she was standing in front of the
bathroom sink, blankly staring into the mirror, with her toothbrush halfheartedly moving around in
her mouth. talking or watching television, and when they get in the car, the first thing they do is
turn the radio on. Nobody seems to like to be alone. They always want to be with somebody else.
They want to go to a meeting or to a movie or to a dance or to a ball game. I’d like to put a
blanket of quiet over everything so I could, just for a little while, hear myself think. I wonder if it’s
possible to be awake and not be bombarded with other people’s noise.I’m going to organize a
club. People against OPN. Member requirements include: You can like others, but you do not
need to talk to them. You can like watching others, but do not need to explain to anybody else
what you saw. You have to like to be alone sometimes to just think your own thoughts. It’s okay to
want to help others, but you must be willing to keep that to a minimum, because that’s a trap that
will ruin you for sure. If you’re too helpful, it’s all over. They’ll consume you with their ideas, and
you won’t have any time for yourself. You must be willing to lay low and watch others without
them being aware of you.I wonder if anybody else would like to join my club. No, that would ruin
it! My club is about not needing clubs! It’s about my life being important enough, interesting
enough, fun enough, that I don’t need anybody else.“Sara!”“Are you going to stay in there all
day? Let’s get moving. We have lots to do!”CHAPTER 2“Sara, did you have something you
wanted to say?”Sara jumped, becoming aware again as Mr. Jorgensen said her name.“Yes, sir. I
mean, about what, sir?” Sara stammered while the other 27 students in her classroom
snickered.Sara had never understood why they took such delight in someone else’s
embarrassment, but they never failed to do just that, laughing raucously as if something actually
funny had happened. What is funny about someone else feeling bad? Sara just couldn’t sort out
the answer to that, but now wasn’t the time to ponder that anyway, for Mr. Jorgensen was still
holding her in the unbelievable spotlight of discomfort while her classmates looked on with
exaggerated glee.“Can you answer the question, Sara?”More laughing.“Stand up, Sara, and
give us your answer.”Why is he being so mean? Is this really so important?Five or six eager
hands shot up around the classroom, as show-off classmates took further delight in making
Sara look bad.“No, sir,” Sara whispered, slipping down into her seat.“What did you say, Sara?”



the teacher barked.“I said, no, sir, I do not know the answer to the question,” Sara said, a bit
louder. But Mr. Jorgensen wasn’t finished with Sara—not yet.“Do you know the question,
Sara?”Sara’s face flushed red with embarrassment. She didn’t have the slightest idea what the
question was. She had been deep in her own thoughts, truly in her own world.“Sara, may I offer a
suggestion to you?”Sara didn’t look up, because she knew that giving her permission or not
giving it wouldn’t stop Mr. Jorgensen.“I suggest, young lady, that you spend more time thinking
about the important things that are discussed here in this classroom, and less time gazing out of
the window, wasting your time on idle, needless thoughts. Try to put something in that empty
head of yours.” More laughter.Will this class never end?And then the bell, finally the bell.Sara
walked slowly home, watching her red boots sinking into the white snow. Grateful for the
snowfall. Grateful for the quiet. Grateful for an opportunity to retreat into the privacy of her own
mind as she began her two-mile walk home.She noticed that the water beneath the Main Street
bridge was nearly completely covered with ice, and she thought about sliding down the
riverbank to see how thick the ice was, but decided to do that on another day. She was able to
see the water flowing beneath the ice, and she smiled as she pondered how many different
faces this river showed throughout the year. This bridge, crossing this river, was her favorite part
of her walk home. There was always something interesting happening here.Once across the
bridge, Sara looked up for the first time since leaving the school yard, and she felt a little twinge
of sadness wash over her as she realized that her quiet walk in solitude was only two blocks
from ending. She slowed her pace to savor the peace she had rediscovered, and then turned
and walked backwards for a bit, looking back at the bridge.“Oh well,” she sighed softly, as she
entered the graveled driveway to her house. She paused on the steps to kick at a large sheet of
ice, loosening it with her boot and kicking it off into a snow bank. Then she pulled off her wet
boots and went into the house.Quietly closing the door, and hanging her heavy wet coat on the
hook, Sara made as little noise as possible. She wasn’t at all like the other members of her
family who usually called out a loud, penetrating “I’m home!” upon entering. I’d like to be a
hermit, she concluded, walking through the living room into the kitchen. A quiet, happy hermit,
thinking, talking or not talking, getting to choose everything about my day. Yes!CHAPTER 3Her
only awareness—as she lay sprawled in front of her school locker on the mud-streaked floor—
was that her elbow was hurting, really hurting.Falling down is always such a shock. It happens so
fast. One moment you’re upright, moving quickly forward with some very deliberate intention of
being in your seat when the final bell rings, and the next minute you’re lying flat on your back,
immobilized, stunned, and hurting. And the worst thing in the whole world is to fall down at
school, where everybody can see you.Sara looked up into a sea of gleeful-looking faces that
were grinning, snickering, or laughing right out loud. They act like nothing like this has ever
happened to them.Once they figured out that there was nothing as exciting as a broken bone or
bleeding flesh, or a victim writhing in pain, the crowd dissolved, and her ghoulish schoolmates
went on with their own lives, making their way back to their classrooms.A blue-sweatered arm
reached down, and a hand took hers, pulling her into a sitting position, and a girl’s voice said,



“Are you okay? Do you want to stand up?”No, Sara thought, I want to disappear, but since that
wasn’t likely, and since the crowd had already pretty much dissolved, Sara smiled weakly, and
Ellen helped her to her feet.Sara had never spoken with Ellen before, but she had seen her in
the hallways. Ellen was two grades ahead of Sara, and she had only been at her school for
about a year.Sara really didn’t know much about Ellen, but then that wasn’t unusual. Older kids
never interacted with younger ones. There was some kind of unwritten code against that. But
Ellen always smiled easily, and even though she didn’t seem to have many friends and moved
about pretty much by herself, she seemed perfectly happy. That may have been why Sara had
noticed her. Sara was a loner, too. She preferred it that way.“These floors get so slippery when
it’s wet outside,” Ellen said. “I’m surprised more people don’t fall down in here.”Still a bit dazed,
and embarrassed into numbness, Sara wasn’t consciously focused on the words Ellen was
speaking, but something about Ellen’s offering was making Sara feel much better.It was a little
unsettling to Sara to find herself so affected by another person. It was truly a rare occasion for
her to prefer the words spoken from another to the quiet retreat into her own private thoughts.
This felt weird.“Thank you,” Sara murmured, as she tried to brush some of the mud from her
soiled skirt.“I don’t think it will look so bad once it dries a bit,” Ellen said.And, again, it wasn’t the
words that Ellen spoke. They were just normal, everyday words, but it was something else.
Something about the way she spoke them.Ellen’s calm, clear voice seemed to soothe the sense
of tragedy and trauma Sara had been feeling, and her enormous embarrassment all but
vanished, leaving Sara feeling stronger and better.“Oh, it doesn’t really matter.” Sara replied.
“We’d better hurry or we’ll be late.”And as she took her seat—elbow throbbing, clothes muddied,
shoelaces untied, and her stringy brown hair hanging in her eyes—she felt better than she had
ever felt sitting in this seat. It wasn’t logical, but it was true.Sara’s walk home from school was
different that day. Instead of withdrawing into her own quiet thoughts, noticing not much more
than the narrow path in the snow before her, Sara felt alert and alive. She felt like singing. So she
did. Humming a familiar tune, she moved happily down her path, watching others on their way
about the small town.As she passed the town’s only restaurant, Sara considered stopping in for
an after-school snack. Often, a glazed doughnut or an ice-cream cone, or a small basket of
French-fried potatoes, was just the thing to temporarily distract Sara from the long, weary day
she had spent in school.I still have all of this week’s allowance, Sara thought, standing on the
sidewalk in front of the small café, considering. But she decided not to, as she remembered her
mother’s often-offered words: “Don’t spoil your dinner.”Sara had never understood those words
because she was always ready to eat if what was offered was good. It was only when dinner
didn’t look good, or, more important, when it didn’t smell good, that she found excuses to pass it
by, or at least eat it sparingly. Seems to me like somebody else is the one that spoils it. Sara
grinned to herself as she continued walking home. She really didn’t need anything today, anyway
— for today, all was really rather well in Sara’s world.CHAPTER 4Sara stopped atop the Main
Street bridge, looking below at the ice to see if it looked thick enough to walk across. She
spotted a few birds standing on the ice and noticed some rather large dog tracks in the snow on



the ice, but she didn’t think that the ice was quite yet ready for all of her weight, including her
heavy coat, boots, and a rather hefty bag of books. Better wait a bit, Sara thought, as she peered
down the icy river.Leaning way out over the ice, supported by the rusty railing, which Sara
believed was there just for her own personal pleasure, and feeling better than she had felt in a
long time, she decided to stay for a while to look at her wonder- ful river. She dropped her book
bag to her feet and leaned against her rusty metal railing, Sara’s favorite place in the whole
world.Resting and leaning and appreciating this spot, Sara smiled as she remembered the day
this old railing was transformed into the perfect leaning perch by Mr. Jackson’s hay truck when
he slammed on his brakes on the wet, icy road to avoid running over Harvey, Mrs. Peterson’s
dachshund. Everyone in town talked on and on for months about how lucky he was that his truck
didn’t go right into the river. Sara was always surprised at how people were always making things
seem bigger and worse than they really were. If Mr. Jackson’s truck had gone into the river, well,
that would be quite different. That would justify the big fuss everyone made. Or if he had gone
into the river and had drowned, that would have been even more reason to talk. But he didn’t go
into the river.As far as Sara could figure out, no harm had come from it at all. His truck wasn’t
damaged. Mr. Jackson wasn’t damaged. Harvey was frightened and stayed home for several
days, but he wasn’t hurt in any way. People just like to worry, Sara concluded. But Sara was
elated when she discovered her new leaning perch. Large, heavy-gauge steel posts were now
bending way out over the water. So perfect, it was as if it was made especially to please and
delight Sara.Leaning out over the river and looking downstream, Sara could see the great log
stretched across the river, and that made her smile, too. That was another “accident” that suited
her just fine.One of the big trees that lined the riverbank was badly damaged in a wind storm. So
the farmer who owned the land gathered some volunteers from around town, and they trimmed
all of the branches from the tree, getting ready to cut it down. Sara wasn’t sure why there was so
much excitement about it. It was just one big old tree.Her father wouldn’t let her get close
enough to hear much of what they were saying, but Sara heard someone say that they were
worried that the power lines might be too close. But then the big saws started buzzing again, and
Sara couldn’t hear anything else, so she stood back at a distance, with most everyone else in
town, to watch the big event.Suddenly, the saws were quiet and Sara heard someone shout, “Oh
no!” Sara remembered covering her ears and squeezing her eyes closed tight. It felt like the
whole town shook when the huge tree fell, but when Sara opened her eyes, she squealed with
delight as she got her first glimpse of her perfect log bridge connecting the little dirt paths on
each side of the river.As Sara basked in her metal nest, hanging right out over the river, she
breathed deeply, wanting to take in that great river smell. It was hypnotic. The fragrances, the
constant, steady sound of the water. I love this old river, Sara thought, still gazing at her big log
that was crossing the water downstream.Sara loved to put her hands out for balance and see
how quickly she could scoot across the log. She was never frightened, but she was always
mindful that the slightest slip could take her tumbling into the river. And Sara never crossed the
log that she didn’t hear her mother’s cautious, uncomfortable words playing in her mind: “Sara,



stay away from that river! You could drown!”But Sara didn’t pay much attention to those words,
not anymore, anyway, because she knew something that her mother didn’t. Sara knew that she
couldn’t drown.
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Tom, “It's like The Matrix.. This is a lot like The Matrix, only replace Neo with Sara, and replace
Morpheus with Solomon. Like Neo, Sara learns to control her reality, and learn about people's
true selves. Of course, the Abraham Hicks teachings were around long before The Matrix.
Anyway, this being a kids book, there is virtually no violence (Sara has to deal with a lot of
issues, and violence is one of those issues, but it's handled in a very delicate way). And there is
no antagonist, unlike The Matrix. There are various philosophies and virtues presented. This
being a spiritual text, plot and characterization are just light enough to be accessible, but not
hinder the lessons to be learned. The writing and illustrations are perfect. I loved it.”

Curt Murphy, “Great family read. Review for Sara, Book 1: After watching the secret and reading
many books, I have found that this book simply sums up how to get out of a life rut! The art is in
the practice of what Sara finds out through her own experiences...Solomon has suggestions that
work for her, though, at first she does questions them. Great family read, and excellent for
adults, not just children. This is one of the best books I have ever found that is entertaining and
educational..To have your child grow up with real values, read this to them. Very happy to have
read this book. I would order from this company again.”

Robyn George, “GOOD READ. I'D ALREADY READ "ASK AND IT IS GIVEN" BY THE SAME
AUTHORS WHEN I PURCHASED THIS BOOK FOR MY SON. THIS BOOK HAS A
WONDERFULLY TOUCHING STORY THAT HELPS TO EXPLAIN THE CONCEPTS OF "ASK
AND IT IS GIVEN" AS WELL HOW TO APPLY THEM TO YOUR WAY OF THINKING, FEELING
AND BEING. IT IS WRITTEN IN SUCH A MANNER THAT CHILDREN CAN GRASP THE IDEA
OF HOW TO USE LAW OF ATTRACTION.”

simone, “GREAT! I read a book a day for three days straight!. I am sooo sad that there aren't
more books in the series. I bought this book to read to see if I could send it to my nieces. I
learned so much from this series. I think this is a great book for adults because you can really
see how to APPLY the law of attraction info to real life problems (although they are kid problems
you still get the picture).I passed on these books to my mom and she is reading them back-to-
back as well. She is very impressed with the information in them. She is Christian and
sometimes gets a little hung up on the fact that I usually say the Universe instead of God, but still
she read this book and knew that everything in it is true.They are so great and full of info that I
know I will reread them.The following is from book 2 (I haven't typed up my notes from the other
books yet)"Expect your lives to be predictably wonderful as you continually explore new
experiences. This is a wonderful life you’re living, my friends." p 184"You cannot get to a happy
ending on an unhappy journey. Worry and well-being our opposite vibrations; well-being cannot
come when you are in the feeling place of worry." p. 214"It’s amazing how much pleasure you
can get by just remembering the same happy moment over and over again." p. 217"I realize that



it is always easier to stay connected to the Stream under good conditions, but the most
masterful creators remain connected to the stream, no matter what. That’s what makes them
masterful creators. You see, kids, there are Fair-weather creators and all-weather creators. It’s
easy to be a fair-weather creator, being happy when everything is just the way you like it, but
when you are able to hold your vibration and feel good under all conditions– That is when you’re
true creative ability shows. And besides, your vision and the law of attraction have brought you
such a long way already! I wouldn’t give up the vision too soon." p 226"I would take note of how
powerful you are, and how the Universe lined up a sequence of perfect circumstances and
events to assist you– and then I would take note that this stream of circumstances and events
never ends. Good things will be eternally flowing to you. Keep an eye out for evidence of that.
You see, at one time, before so many wonderful things had happened, you had to make them up
in your mind. But now you have the benefit of being able to remember those things while you
continue to make more good things up in your mind. That’s why it gets easier and easier. Have
fun with all of this." p 228.”

Eric hinkson, “Love love love. I love this book I also have it on audible. It is such a wonderful book
on teaching kids about the Law of Attraction but more so on how to lead a life of less resistance.”

Julie, “Moved my daughter to tears. I’ve been introducing spirituality and the law of attraction to
my daughter for some time. My LO who will soon be 9 is an avid reader and devours books.
We’ve read many books together which have moved me and I’ve cried over; however she’s
never been moved by any book really until this one. This has spoken to her soul like all great
books do and moved her to her core. It’s so beautiful to see her light up when she reads me
passages and talks about how spiritual and wise Solomon is. I see that light in her that I’ve
experienced reading so many spiritual books through the years. And as any parent knows, when
knowledge comes from somewhere other than a parent it hits different. Thank you Esther, Jerry,
and Abraham for making a book for kids and touching my daughter’s heart.”

Linda McCormick, “I recommend for everyone going through challenges in their lives-and
who .... This book was so profound-I bought more copies gave to friends--I read this book 3x. I
have never read a book more than once before. This was so inspiring!! I recommend for
everyone going through challenges in their lives-and who does not have challenges!!”

squigs, “Wow! Wow!! Wow!!!. This is one of the best books I have ever bought,and I have bought
hundreds of books in the past 8 years on my spiritual journey.I find that when I ask questions I
am guided to books with the answers and this time was no different and wow! Wow!wow! This
book has helped me to understand the Law of attraction like no other book could.I read this book
in one day not because it is small as there are 173 pages but because I couldn't put it
down.Finally the law of attraction explained in a way that I completely understand,I can't wait to



start creating my life as I want it to be and sharing this book with my grandchildren when they are
old enough to understand.I would also recommend all other books by Esther and Jerry Hicks
and if you are not quite at the place to be able to implement there teachings,go back to them at a
later date as I did 3 years after 1st reading them and this time i was ready and something just
clicked into place! "Buy this book" you will not regret it!!!”

rosemary, “Sara and soloman book.. I enjoyed reading this . Of course changing one's mindset
takes time and especially with all the challenging things going on in the world is difficult if not
impossible to put a positive slant on. however i do agree with much of it.”

Erin Kurt, “A great FAMILY BONDING book!. Every night my family gather in my son's room and I
read a chapter (or two) from this book. The Law of Attraction is SO well taught in this book that
my children are asking so many questions and applying the lessons to their life. Even my
husband says, "That book is fantastic!" A fantastic activity to bond your family AND teach the
empowering law of attraction.”

John Sparks, “A Life Changing Read. A wonderful book with one clear, simple message for all
humanity - male, female, adult or child. Stay connected to the unending stream of positivity
whatever happens around you or appears to be happening to you as a result of the actions of
others.Yesterday I was involved in a car crash, had multiple problems resulting from properties,
got caught in an 90 minute long traffic problem to do a five minute journey and found out that the
government are adjusting the tax situation in a way that will make my business unviable.My
usual reaction would be fury and gnashing of teeth + a degree of panic. Thanks to the lessons of
Sara - or rather Solomon - I maintained an almost constant connection to the positive stream
and start today calmly considering my options.I now will extend my new found connection to
positivity into all my relationships with others.A truly wonderful book!!”

Estelle le bon, “Brilliant       . Fantastic book for teaching your little ones the law of attraction.
Even if you're not a believer this is a nice book for giving kids confidence in being themselves. I
just love Esther Hicks shes amazing”

The book by Esther Hicks has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 1,170 people have provided feedback.
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